
Finlandia Hiihto Worldloppet Ski Race and Ski Vacation 

This year, because the American Birkebeiner fell a 

week earlier than Finland’s Worldloppet ski race, we 

journeyed to Europe. I had completed seven ski 

marathons in other countries in my quest to get ten 

races in my Worldloppet Passport.  

We live in Hayward, Wisconsin and after we each 

completed the 2016 Korteloppet on Saturday, we 

drove to the airport in St. Paul, MN to join more than 

thirty other skiers arranged and guided by Peer Gynt 

Travel based in St. Paul. Peer Gynt leads trips each 

year to a different 

Worldloppet race. Not 

everyone races but most 

do at least a short race. We 

arrived in Lahti, Finland late 

Tuesday afternoon. I 

quickly grabbed my 

equipment and walked with 

my wife, Paulette, and 

Frank who had been here previously and knew the way to 

the trails. We would make this twenty minute hike many 

times over the next week. It was great weather for skiing and 

the tracks were superb. Three enormous ski jumps 

dominated the landscape and the adjacent stadium that 

would serve as the start for the coming races. 

On this first night, I skied out of the stadium to find a few good size hills that would 

spread out the pack of skiers after a crowded start. Once past the first couple of 

kilometers (K’s) the trail becomes more rolling and I enjoyed skiing out about four K. 

It was a real pleasure to not have to work through all the planning for the trip. Plane and 

bus transportation was all set up and hotels and meals were taken care of. We found 

out that the Finns love their potatoes. We had adequate dinners and an elaborate 

breakfast buffet ready for us each day. 

Having a race ahead of you, especially at a venue new to you leads to some nervous 

days. Will the kick be good, will I break a pole or have a bad spill, and what will the 

weather do? All this swirled around our heads as we picked up our bibs on Thursday 

afternoon. 



Paulette and I walked to the Sibelius Concert Hall 

on Wednesday afternoon after a ski and then on 

Friday found out that the group was planning to 

go there for an organ recital. This helped deflect 

some of our anxiety. 

Finally Saturday morning arrived 

and we dropped our shoes and dry 

clothes at race HQ about 300 

meters from the stadium.  The 

longer race had been shortened to 

42K due to poor snow conditions. Actually we felt fortunate that there was skiing here at 

all as there had been little snow in southern Finland just a couple of weeks earlier. 

Three waves of the long race left between 10 and 10:30. Our 32K race started at 11 and 

as we listened to the countdown – ten minutes – we watched the earlier skiers race on a 

big screen looming over the stadium – two minutes – it was surprisingly comfortable as 

the temperature pushed up toward freezing – one minute – we had decided to ski 

together and enjoy the race experience. Bang! We were off heading over the bridge and 

up toward the first hill. Suddenly Paulette was on the snow, someone had planted their 

pole between her skis. She was shaken but gamely got up, collected her nerves, and 

we headed on.  

It was a relief to clear the early hills and we got comfortable 

staying together amongst a crowd of skiers around us. On 

one pretty steep downhill there were skiers waiting their turn 

to go down and Paulette spotted a racer pausing for a 

smoke! We had noticed that cigarette smoking was more 

popular here that back home. Conversely we also saw that, 

on average, Finns were more fit than Americans, particularly 

the young people. 

At the finish we skied down into the stadium and made a U-

turn around the field hearing our names announced and our 

finish times flashed on the stadium display board. After 

changing out of wet clothes we were treated to hot soup and 

a roll. 



The next day I did it all over again in the 42K skate race. Because of the recent 

snowfall, the trail was soft and slow. But the tracks were icy and much faster than they 

had been on Saturday so most skiers rode them at every chance. On one long downhill 

onto a lake I was terrified at how fast I was going but I hung on in the tracks and was 

slung out onto the lake for an exhilarating ride about 1/3 the way across. This was the 

longest race I had done in three years so I really struggled to keep up the pace in the 

last 15K but I felt happy with my effort. Paulette met me at the finish and I collected the 

eighth stamp in my Worldloppet Passport.  

On Monday most of the group took a flight to Kuusamo and boarded a bus to Ruka. 

This is a ski area near the Arctic Circle and temperatures were running 15 -25ºF while 

we were there, perfect for skiing in my opinion. On the bus from Kuusamo we noticed 

that the forests were mostly fir with a few silver birches here and there. As we rode 

toward Ruka, hills appeared in the flat terrain. They were starkly white standing out in 

the green/white tree scape we were riding through. Skiing up into these hills the next 

day we were spellbound by the beauty of 

the snow-laden evergreen branches. Free 

maps (and no trail fees anywhere we went 

in Finland) showed options for easy – 

moderate – and very difficult skiing. The 

easy and moderate terrain is my favorite, 

offering interest without red-lining my heart 

and lungs. Seven of us strided up the 

heavenly white hillside. 

There is a certain pleasure that Nordic Skiers experience when the tracks are firm but 

not icy, the kick and glide are in sync, the scenery is magnificent, and the terrain is 

rolling in an enjoyable climb – glide sequence. Other exercise pursuits may be more 

demanding, 

exhilarating, etc. 

but nothing, in my 

opinion, matches 

the full-body grace 

of striding through 

a snowy-white 

landscape.  

  



There is a substantial Alpine (downhill) area integral with the cross-country ski area, 

making Ruka a perfect destination for families who enjoy both kinds of skiing. A 400 

meter climb from our lodging brought us up to a picturesque Alpine Village where 

shopping, groceries, and restaurants were available. 

On Wednesday fourteen of us ventured further north by bus across the Arctic Circle to 

another Nordic/Alpine area, Sallatunturi, perhaps just to say we were arctic skiers. This 

was every bit the equal of Ruka but a little quieter and more rustic. It will probably never 

happen but I envisioned Paulette and me renting a place here for the month of March 

some year and skiing till we couldn’t stand it. I understand it’s pretty cold in Jan-Feb but 

the snow is reliable and perfect in March. Back in Ruka on the morning of the last day, I 

tried skating on the difficult FIS trails used for elite competition. Tackling these monster 

hills gives one a huge respect for the athletes that 

can race continuously up and maintain control at top 

speed down steep twisting trails. 

In the afternoon Paulette and I went out on the “Ice 

Sauna” trail. The sauna was not in operation but the 

trail was easy and yet great fun. We will return to 

this Nordic paradise if we have the opportunity. 


